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In addition to that, some additional features and refinements would
certainly go a long way. The Verdict: 8.5/10 It can be a bit messy at times,
but is nonetheless an useful and valuable piece of software, especially for
relatively less used options. It is definitely worth the download, but you
need to run the program with care and caution to avoid crashing it. All in
all, the software is quite worth the price and excellent version of a
command line tool, ec5d62056f ullgiod I have the same problem, my
dongle (sdr-mega-6 tuner) doenst work on windows�, its comunicated
throught usb and dongle is compatible with RTL2832U, if its that important
you. I have tried win7 driver and win7 rs232 driver but no luck yet. I run my
RTL dongle with http://uk.rtl-sdr.com/index.php?section=download Rtl-sdr is
a very powerful and comun tool. In my country its like a big blackmarket for
RTL dongle, you can buy almost everywhere in internet, a lot of them dont
have any Windows 7 drivers, then it will be easy to buy and install it, buy
now, get a RTL dongle for a really low price, only £10, and install the driver
with the instructions you need. I have downloaded and installed the new
drivers for win 7, but every time i run the software, it gives me "Error: -95"
which means that the radio is not transmitting. I have done everything I
can think of to get this working, and have no clue why it's not working, any
help would be appreciated. This is the solution that I was led to when I was
having problems getting the software working, it said to get the drive
installed, so I did and it worked.
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